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the invisible pc.
browse privately.
leave no trace behind.

we are so exited to reveal our latest
collaboration with NordVPN: light
and fast secure browsing onboard
the keepod PRV-21.

the fastest vpn on the planet steps
into the keepod PRV-21 to deliver
secure browsing and privacy
protection.

start keepod PRV-21 on any pc or mac
and turn on the nordvpn browser
extension to protects your browser
traffic with strong encryption so that
no one can decipher your browsing
data. changing your virtual location is
as easy as pie, it takes just one click to
hide your ip address, jump between
different locations and avoid snooping
of any kind. 5700+ ultra-fast vpn
servers worldwide, automatic
connection to the best server for you
and no bandwidth limits to slow you
down. when you disconnect keepod
from the computer you won't leave
any trace of the keepod system itself
or what you used it for.

available with every keepod PRV-21
starting may 29th.

product page
keepod.com/pages/prv-21
nordvpn.com/keepod
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about keepod
keepod develops products with
social impact in mind. the
company first product, the $7 pc, is
used by students in 25 countries
around the world. keepod
founders, nissan bahar and franky
imbesi, received multiple awards
and recognition for their work but
more important, their vision is
surviving the test of time and
proving to be the only sustainable
solution to disrupt the costs of pc
for low income communities.

with the new 2020 line, all keepod
devices are small, ultra portable,
with security in mind and flexibility
to boot your os on the go.
affordable for everyone and
compatible with all your
online needs.

keepod is based in london, uk. the
company was founded in 2014.
https://keepod.com

about nordvpn
nordvpn is the world’s most
advanced vpn service provider,
used by over 12 million internet
users worldwide. nordvpn provides
double vpn encryption, malware
blocking, and onion over vpn. the
product is very user-friendly, offers
one of the best prices on the
market, has over 5,000 servers in
60 countries worldwide, and is
p2p-friendly. one of the key
features of nordvpn is the zero-log
policy.

for more information:
nordvpn.com.